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“We’re looking for more experience.”
Those five gut-wrenching words are the bane of every entry-level professional seeking gainful employment. It’s the classic chicken-and-egg scenario that
all young graduates face -- how does one gain experience without an opportunity to gain said experience?
The LEED project experience prerequisite for the LEED AP with Specialty exams can present the same dilemma for aspiring green builders. Meeting this
crucial experience requirement may sound easy enough, but you can’t just show up to a jobsite and pick up a hammer.
To help address this experience gap, BOULD, a certified B-Corporation created by USGBC Colorado Emerging Professionals, is partnering with USGBC
chapters and Emerging Professionals committees across the country to host a series of Green Building Hack-a-thons. Starting this summer, these HACKs
will provide that elusive LEED project experience while accelerating the LEED certification of local projects.
During a HACK event, developing architects, builders, students and engineers will form teams around community building projects, e.g. a Habitat for
Humanity home. Over the course of a single day, these teams will hack local projects to LEED certification, systematically reviewing each credit and
completing project-critical documentation tasks.
At the end of the day, participants will exit with the necessary LEED project experience required to sit for any of the LEED AP exams and/or earn eight hours
of LEED Continuing Education. Plus, the local builders will have LEED registration costs covered, 75% of LEED documentation completed, and a
comprehensive plan to effectively build and earn LEED certification for their project! Like our friends at Startup Weekend (a hack-style event for technology)
have learned, these types of multi-disciplinary partnership models are really exciting because they “provide invaluable connections, mentorship, experiential
learning and collaborative teams - and these resources are inspiring [people] to take action in their own communities.”
The tour kicks off this June, with Hacks planned in Denver, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia and New Orleans. We are thrilled to be working with USGBC
chapters, Emerging Professional committees and USGBC Student groups in these cities to leverage green building education for community good!
Consider bringing a HACK to your city today!
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